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Agenda
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TOOLS & LESSONS FROM:

• Passive House Design Challenge
• Embodied Carbon Challenge
• Concrete Environmental Product Declarations
• Portfolio-Level Decarbonization Planning
• Project-Level Decarbonization Planning
• “Find a Pro” - BE+ Connects

➤ Exciting News!  State investment in centralizing retrofit content
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that this is similar to what Rachel presented in the transportation slides. State how we are/aren’t on track to meet these goalsThe market transformation needed to get from where we are today to our 2030 and 2050 goals is dramatic. This figure shows years on the bottom and the number of “2050-Ready” buildings on the vertical axis. For reference, the total number of buildings is shown in the dotted line at the top. As I mentioned, we have about 2.5 million buildings today and that will grow slightly over the coming decades. However, the vast majority of buildings in 2050 already exist today. So, the primary building decarbonization challenge we face is in decarbonizing existing buildingsIn 2024, we have a relatively small number of 2050-ready buildings, represented in the current state. And we know we need to electrify and make more efficient the vast majority of buildings by 2050We need to follow a “Net Zero Pathway” in coming years and decades to reach that future state. 



Passive House Trends in Massachusetts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How did Massachusetts go from those 28 units in 2018, grow to 620 housing units today, and have an expected 9000 passive house units occupied by end of 2026.  



Most Passive House Multifamily Buildings are 4-9 Stories



Passive House Is Possible In All Looks and Sizes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MassCEC’s demonstrations also show a lot of variety.  They show PH can be achieved for 30 units or 120.  They can have a lot of different looks, craftman style, modern style, brick on commercial mainstreet.  And they’ve been all over the state, from Northhampton, to Gloucster to Holbrook. 



Tips after 8 MassCEC Passive House Multifamily Projects
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Most Challenging Issues for Achieving Passive House Certification
• Whole building air tightness 
• Ventilation (duct tightness, meeting flow rates, or achieving 

balancing)
• Laundry rooms

Tips:
• Projects with more team members with education and experience 

had the lowest incremental costs and best outcomes.
• If podium, talk to others who have succeeded.
• Important to require Verifier do a design review, prior to CDs
• Don’t use double or single hung windows.  Casement, awning or 

picture windows will provide passing air tightness.
• Aerosol seal ventilation ductwork.
• Require that testing and balancing contractor balance 

ventilation system, using flow hood/balometer.



Air Sealing Tips after 8 MassCEC Passive House Multifamily Projects

Tips:
• Mid point whole building blower door critically 

important; build in plenty of room
 be extremely on top of sealing before midpoint 

whole building testing
 manual sealing, with more than 1 midpoint whole 

building test 
 potential for reducing leaks with aid of ultrasonic 

wand or aerosolized air barrier before drywall

• Midpoint blower door, Verifier should be ready to do 
after hours/weekend, when site is shut down, 
especially if podium

• Pay particular attention to intentional penetrations, 
both to the exterior and to separately certified 
commercial spaces

Photo courtesy of AeroBarrier



Incremental costs trends in completed Passive House

Less Expensive Upgrade Than Most Teams Expect 
• <3% before incentives
• $3K per unit MassSave incentive offsets some of increase

Incremental Cost Increase Trends 
• Ventilation
• Efforts to reduce thermal bridging
• Shading features
• Higher level of construction verification

Heating and Cooling Equipment Cost Decrease Trends
• 6 out of 8 projects have significantly lower size and cost 

for heating and cooling equipment 
• In most cases, NO incremental cost for additional 

insulation
• Window premium coming way down

Photo courtesy of HP Timber

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The incremental costs we are citing, DO NOT INCLUDE INCENTIVES.   They are purely extra construction costs or extra construction verification, building consulting expertise, energy modeling. When you make buildings this air tight and continuously insulated, it doesn’t take much to heat them.  Thus all have smaller mechanical systems for heating and cooling.   That can make some equipment less expensive than for a base code building.  In all 8 cases, the highest incremental cost looks like it will be upgrade to fresh air ventilation requirement for every room.   Code requires only ventilation supplied to only one place per unit.  PH requires balanced ventilation in all rooms, corridors, stairs, and common areas.   As experience with PH and PH products available grow, costs should come down over time. 
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People’s Choice April - May

1 YEAR
COMPETITION

$30,000 - $50,000
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PRIZES

20,000+ 
SQUARE FEET

New construction or renovation 
in CDs by April 3rd, 2024 

TRAINING 
recorded/on-demand

free

VIEW & VOTE ATTEND
Boston Embodied Carbon Summit 

June 20th and 21st



More resources: https://builtenvironmentplus.org/embodied-carbon-challenge/

FREE ON DEMAND TRAININGS

• “Easy”  Wins for Embodied Carbon Reduction
• Embodied Carbon Tools Overview
• Embodied Carbon Case Studies 
 
 STEP 1: EXPRESS INTEREST

https://builtenvironmentplus.org/embodied-carbon-challenge/


Concrete Environmental Product Declarations
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READY-MIX CONCRETE PLANTS WITH EPD CAPABILITY FOR ALL MIXES

Company # of plants Location

Sterling Concrete 2 Oxford, Sterling

Holcim NE/Aggregate 3 Waltham

J. G. Maclellan Concrete Co 3 Lowell, Worcester, Lunenburg

Construction Service 2 Springfield, Northampton

Boston Sand and Gravel Co. 3 Boston, Rosenfield

Cape Code Ready Mix 4 Brewster, South Dennis, Sandwich

Dauphinais Concrete 3 Worcester, Norfolk  (in process) 

Tresca 1 (in process)

21
Jandris Block 



BETA: Non-Profits and Public Entities (Portfolio Roadmaps)

Target OutcomesROADMAPS FOR 2050-READY BUILDING PORTFOLIOS

➤Decarbonization over time requires:
 Understanding current and future emissions
 Creating plan for emissions reductions aligned with 

capital needs
➤With partner PowerOptions, BETA: NP provides 

individual building and building portfolio roadmaps, 
including:
 Efficiency
 Electrification, and
 On- and offsite renewables

➤To-date, PowerOptions has completed 22 portfolio 
roadmaps covering over 80 buildings, including a 
large public school district and the Boston YMCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes




BETA: Non-Profit Roadmaps

COMMUNICATING THE PLAN

Presenter
Presentation Notes




BETA: Roadmaps - Lessons Learned Informing Future Programming

Target OutcomesBETA: NON-PROFITS AND PUBLIC ENTITIES (ROADMAPS)

➤ Roadmaps are the first step in planning 
for full decarbonization.

➤ High level direction on which buildings and which projects 
to focus on first is very valuable for internal 
communications early in decarbonization planning.

➤ Roadmaps inform in-depth individual building 
project planning.

➤ Due to grid emissions trajectory, solar PV has an outsized 
role early in a building decarbonization timeline.

➤ Opportunity to build and characterize the pipeline for 
electrification and decarbonization projects.

Presenter
Presentation Notes




BETA: Commercial Buildings Pilot

TARGET OUTCOMES

➤ Slipstream Group, Inc. leading team of consultants to 
provide in-depth planning and technical 
decarbonization strategy studies, including all-at-
once and zero-over-time approaches for a range of 
commercial building typologies.

➤ "Deep dive" on decarbonization planning the next 
step after initial planning efforts.

➤ Initial cohort to include at least 15 buildings, 
application window is rolling with regular review 
periods.

➤ Market characterization report published Fall 2023

➤ Buildings Solicitation released November 1, 2023
➤ Over 50 applications to date

➤ Example decarbonization plans for “2050-
Ready” buildings.

➤ Gap analysis of technical and financial 
challenges to achieving 2050-Ready buildings.

➤ Decarbonization assessment framework based 
on ASHRAE II Audit protocol with additional 
capital planning and financing considerations.

➤ Case studies and white paper.

➤ Coordination with Mass Save’s Deep Energy 
Retrofit incentive program and identification of 
other implementation funding sources.

OVERVIEW

https://www.masscec.com/program/beta-commercial-buildings-pilot 

https://www.masscec.com/program/beta-commercial-buildings-pilot


BETA: Commercial Buildings Pilot - Status Update

➤ Timeline Overview
o Market summary (complete)

• Completed and used to inform project selection

o Protocol development (complete)
• Draft internal assessment procedures and steps

o Reporting templates (Apr)
• Roadmap completed and full report outline drafted

o Project enrollment  (Jan-May)
• On-going, 4–6-month timeline for custom plan completion

o Market resources (June-Dec)
• Guideline develop to begin after first custom plans completed



BETA: Commercial Buildings Pilot - Status Update

➤ Top Typology Targets
• Warehouse
• Mercantile
• Out-patient healthcare
• Religious worship
• Food service
• Grocery 



BETA: Commercial Buildings Pilot - Applicant Map



Capital Planning - Owner Interaction Points
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Pre-Assessment 
(3 weeks)

Decarbonization Plan 
(3 months)

Post-Plan Market 
Guidance

2

Kickoff meeting

Decarbonization 
Assessment: 

site visit /walkthrough

Post-Assessment Follow Up: 
Discuss the likelihood of implementing 

the Decarbonization Plan. 
Focus on immediate next 
financing/funding steps

Strategic Decarbonization Plan:
Discuss analysis of financial solutions, 

present financing opportunity matrix, and 
financing plans

Create Robust BAU 
Scenario
BETA Team

Roadmap:
Present BAU vs NPV business case on 

relevant graphics

Create NPV Scenario with 
Decarb measures and 
assemble in Roadmap

BETA TeamDecarbonization Interim Report:
Discuss goals and outcomes for full building 

decarbonization, draft BAU scenario and 
framing for how this fits in with capital planning

Owner Follow-Up: 
gather everything needed to 

assemble draft BAU (also helpful 
for RISE/SMMA before walkthrough)

Stress Test the Plan
Encourage owners use this plan 
to build out considerations and 
timelines based on their capital 
planning and qualitative factors

Pre-walkthrough 
Questionnaire:

 Questions/ responses related 
to planned renovations, goals, 

capital planning considerations 



Capital Planning - Opportunity Matrix
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➤ Combined list of funding and 
financing   opportunities

o Mass Save
o MA DOER
o MassCEC
o Federal tax incentives
o HUD resources

➤ Segmentation by 
decarbonization   strategy

o HVAC and DHW electrification
o Building envelope improvements
o Renewable energy systems
o Energy Storage
o EV infrastructure
o Pre-weatherization upgrades

➤ Segmentation by building type
o Commercial
o Multifamily
o Other



Elements of a Strategic Decarbonization Net Value Add
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Think beyond bill savings
Co-benefits may determine 
investments
• Incentives
• Valuation
• Exit yield
• Sustainability
• Green leases
• Insurance access
• Debt capital access
• Resilience
• Comfort
• Cooling
• Ventilation
• Health
• Reputation

$0

Strategic decarbonization 
investments

Invest in integrated engineering 
solutions over time. 

Avoid reactive investments. 

Avoid inefficient 
decarbonization. 

• Reduce loads 
• Reconfigure systems 
• Recover heat 
• Partial electrification 
• Full electrification

Business as usual
Investments

Business-as-usual would have 
required investments.

What costs would have been 
incurred regardless?
What costs are you avoiding by 
decarbonizing?
• Equipment maintenance
• Equipment replacement
• Distribution maintenance
• Envelope maintenance
• Fit-outs
• Refreshes
• Repositioning
• Cooling improvements
• Ventilation improvements

Business-as-usual 
exposes assets to real 
risks.

Quantify these risks. 
• Tenant retention
• Energy prices
• Fines
• Regulations
• Valuation
• Reputation
• Obsolescence
• Stranded assets

Avoided business 
as usual risks

Strategic Decarb Value 
Add



(in progress)

Communicating the Decarbonization Plan







Building Energy Exchange -  RFP $4 million over 4 years
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The Challenge: Building professionals don’t have central organization where they 
can find content and training related to retrofit strategies on buildings <20K sf 

• When decarbonization roadmaps, resources, and examples do exist, that information 
is not reaching audiences that need the information.

Invest in a Building Energy Exchange for Buildings >20K sf:
• Model on hubs in NYC (Building Energy Exchange), Washington DC (Building 

Innovation Hub), St. Louis, Kansas City & those developing in Denver and Chicago.

• Provide multiyear funding to build out staffing, informational events, and resources 
for 4 years.

• Host events highlighting existing, newly customized, and developing retrofit 
resources 

• Hold online and in person events with recordings for on-demand viewing.

Salem Heights Deep Retrofit - POAH



Thank you!!
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➤ Beverly Craig    bcraig@masscec.com

➤ Tom Chase tchase@masscec.com

mailto:bcraig@masscec.com
mailto:tchase@masscec.com
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